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Your Journey at a Glance 
 

If you’re looking for the ultimate trailblazer round trip of Portugal, then this is the itinerary 
for you. Remote, sandy beaches paired with boho-chic cabana stays, trendy cosmopolitan 
cities, skipping the landmarks to hit hidden gems down the backstreets. Enchanting, 
hilltop fortified towns and long, vast empty desert-like plains (with a few surprises in the 
middle!) Did we mention you’ll be discovering this guided by some of the most affable 
locals in town? 
 
This itinerary delivers it all and we’ve gathered our expertise, local knowledge and years of 
travel and exploration experience to ensure nothing gets left unticked on your Portugal 
bucket list with this adventure.  
 

Date  Location  Things to see and do  

Days 1 - 3  Porto  Portugal’s historic capital, Porto is cutting-edge with its trendy 
boutiques and whole-in-the-wall galleries. Tour with an architect 
and discover its coolest landmarks.  

Days 3 - 5  Douro   The oldest demarcated wine growing region in the world, visiting a 
historic family-run quinta is a must-do experience/ 

Days 5 - 8  Interior 
Alentejo 

Vast, empty desert-like plains broken up by cork trees and fortified 
hilltop towns. Culture is at its core, visit local producers, sample the 
finest olive oil and enjoy the view from above in a hot air balloon.  

Days 8 - 12  Coastal 
Alentejo 

It’s where the locals go to holiday, endless white-sandy beaches 
dotted with trendy boho cabana beach restaurants. Sit back, relax 
and enjoy the sunshine along the coastline. 

Days 12-14  Lisbon  An eclectic mix of old and new, Lisbon is the perfect blend of 
history and cosmopolitan. View the city from both perspectives with 
a local guide and toast the sunset on one of its many miradouros.  

 

     

When to go:   Ideal trip length:    Adventure level: 

Apr - Nov  14 Days  Active adventure 

   

 



 

DAYS 1 - 3: PORTO 
 
Often referred to as Portugal’s hidden capital, Porto is a city of contrasts with both 
history and contemporary charm decorating its streets. You’ll head straight from the 
airport to an urban townhouse hotel on the same street as some of Porto’s trendiest 
hall-in-the-wall art galleries. Relax in the hidden garden and enjoy one of the best 
brunches in town.  

 

The Pritzker Experience  

 
Architecture is one of the country's most important and innovative industries and 
Porto, is very much the hub of this activity. In this half day tour you’ll be guided by a 
local architect to discover the various masterpieces behind two of Portugal’s most 
creative and visionary architects, Álvaro Siza Vieira and Eduardo Souto Moura, both 
awarded the Pritzker Prize.  

   

 
 

 



 

 
DAYS 3 - 5 - PORTO - DOURO VALLEY 
 
Hit the road early doors for the one and a half hour drive to Europe's oldest 
democrated wine region and UNESCO World Heritage, the Douro Valley.  
Stay in a small family-run Quinta still producing its own wines. Rise early with its 
workers and discover the production process from vine to bottle, enjoy a tasting 
paired with succulent tapas incorporating ingredients coming from the fresh organic 
garden.  
 

   

 
Meet the Maker in the Douro 
 

The Douro Valley has become a playground for a new generation of winemakers 
disrupting the way we view the Douro. Spend the day with a young winemaker, and 
get hands on in discovering how they’re disrupting the process, whilst grazing on 
traditional tapas and sumptuous wines. 

     

 



 

DAYS 5 - 8: DOURO VALLEY - INTERIOR ALENTEJO  
 
Embark on the journey south into Portugal's marshlands. Watch as the land changes 
from verdant green and mountainous peaks stopping off at some historic schist 
villages in the Serra da Estrela. Watch as the land flattens becoming more remote, 
only dotted with occasional cork trees and vineyards.  
 
You’ll arrive at humble farmhouse estate, luxurious in its ability to be understated set 
amongst ancient oaks, olive groves and vineyards. 
 

 

 
Sunrise in the Portuguese desert 
 
To truly understand Portugal from its roots you need to take a view from above.The 
Alentejo region is one of Portugal’s most remote and spectacular, also referred to as 
the ‘Portuguese desert’ there really is no better destination to take a flight. 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 



 

DAYS 8 - 12 COASTAL ALENTEJO  
 
On your eighth day, head west to the rough and remote shores of coastal Alentejo. 
Just over an hour and a half drive away you’ll hit your base for the next couple of 
days in the boho-chic town of Comporta. Bask in the relaxed, unhurried lifestyle that 
embodies Comporta and enjoy some wind-down time in one of the country's most 
breathtaking coastlines. 
 

     

 
 
Sunset canter along the coastline  
 
Explore the variety of land that exists in Comporta, venturing through sand-covered 
pine forests and out onto the dunes of Praia da Torre beach on horseback. Toast the 
moment at sunset before cantering back to the stables, no doubt in awe of 
Comportas natural surrounding and majestic animals. 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 
Wild Cooking 
  
Join two local chefs and foodies who have travelled the world inspired by various 
forms of barbecues with the belief that fire is the oldest and most exciting form of 
cooking.  
Pick out produce at an organic farm to cook in the remote ruin pop-up kitchen 
setting. Brush up on your barbecue techniques and enjoy the meal in good 
company, toasting with a glass of crisp atlantic local wine, whilst overlooking 
panoramic views to a coastal setting.  
 

     

 
 
DAYS 12 - 14 - COASTAL ALENTEJO - LISBON 
 
Nearing the end of your epic bucket list adventure, swap the remote coastlines for 
the buzzing cosmopolitan capital, Lisbon. Here you'll spend the next few days 
alongside locals, exploring it’s hidden backstreets to unearth some of the capital's 
most inconspicuous gems.  
 
 

   

 
 
 
 

 



 

 
Time Out Lisboa  
 
Inspired by a New York Times article on how to spend 36 hours in Lisbon, see how 
the city still honours its traditions despite all its growth in becoming a cosmopolitan 
capital. Go behind the scenes in local mercerias preparing traditional Portuguese 
tapas, visit a community centre founded in 1870 in Lisbon's oldest district and 
discover how local life has changed over the years.  
 

   

 
 
Cruise on the Tagus 
 
The best way to see the sunset over the city is from the famous Tagus river on a 
luxury yacht. Sit back, relax and enjoy the panoramic views out to Lisbon's historical 
centre, passing famous landmarks such as Sao Jorge Castle and all the way up to 
Belem. Midway through, you’ll be served a traditional Portuguese aperitif with 
sumptuous appetizers, the perfect pairing for the views beyond.  
 

   

 
 

 



 

ACCOMMODATION 
 
Our philosophy is to avoid large chain hotels and to focus on distinctive places to 
stay that are defined by character and style. We can propose a range of 
accommodation options to suit your budget and style. This could be a charming 
traditional quintas or herdades in Portugal’s wine regions, a boutique hotel that 
combines traditional Portuguese style with contemporary design, or a luxury hotel 
that offers all the facilities and service you might expect from a five star property. 
 

   

 
 

 

 



https://epic.travel/contact-us/
https://epic.travel/booking-form/
http://www.epic.travel/

